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Rayleigh type behavior of the Young’s modulus of unpoled ferroelectric
ceramics and its dependence on temperature
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~Received 23 April 2003; accepted 29 July 2003!

The dependence on stress of the low frequency Young’s modulus and mechanical losses of unpoled
ferroelectric ceramics has been studied as a function of temperature. The Young’s modulus of
unpoled Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ~PZT! showed a Rayleigh type dependence, analogous to the one already
described for the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient. This has been associated to ferroelectric/
ferroelastic domain wall movements across, and their pinning/depinning on, randomly distributed
defects. The Rayleigh coefficient was found to increase with temperature. The activation energy of
the Rayleigh process was obtained, which must be related to the pinning energy. The Young’s
modulus of Mn doped 0.65Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3– 0.35PbTiO3 showed no stress dependence. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614414#
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Ferroelectric perovskite lead zirconate titanate~PZT!
based piezoelectric ceramics are widely used in electro
chanical transduction applications.1 Their piezoelectric coef-
ficients are known to comprise a ferroelectric/ferroelastic
main wall contribution, which can account for more th
60% of the response at room temperature.2 Polarization re-
orientation above the coercive field occurs through dom
wall movements.3 The intermediate regime between linear
and polarization reorientation has not received much at
tion until recently, when fields that were a significant fracti
of the coercive field started to be used.4 Such fields cause th
appearance of nonlinearities and hysteresis.5,6 It has been
shown that there is a field range after linearity breakdown
which the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient,d33, in-
creases with field according to:7

d33~F !5d33~0!1aF, ~1!

whered33(0) is the constant piezoelectric coefficient,a the
nonlinear coefficient, andF indicates field, which can be
either the mechanical stress,s, or the electric field,E. It has
also been shown that bothd33(0) anda present a logarithmic
frequency dependence.8,9 This behavior is analogous to tha
of the magnetic susceptibility for ferromagnetic materi
~Rayleigh law!, which has been associated with the mov
ment of ferromagnetic domain walls across, and th
pinning/depinning on, a field of randomly distributed defec
The same mechanism, in this case involving ferroelect
ferroelastic domain walls, has been proposed to cause
linear dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient on field7–9

The formalism has been used to study the effect of grain
and crystal structure on domain wall mobility for seve
ferroelectrics.10,11 However, the use of the piezoelectric c
efficient requires poled samples, and it is difficult to achie
the same electrical polarization for samples with, for
stance, different microstructure. Also, studies with tempe
ture are limited by thermal depolarization. Addressing th
effects requires studying unpoled samples. This can be d
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with the dielectric permittivity. Rayleigh type behavior of th
permittivity has been reported for ceramics12 and films,13 but
both 180° ferroelectric and non-180° ferroelectr
ferroelastic domain walls contribute to the coefficient. A
alternative are elastic constants, to which only ferroelect
ferroelastic walls contribute.

Dynamical mechanical analysis~DMA ! in three points
bending~TPB! configuration has been used here to obtain
low frequency Young’s modulus and mechanical losses
unpoled ferroelectric ceramics as a function of stress
temperature.14 This parameter has been shown to reflect 9
domain wall movements in tetragonal PZT.15 A stress sine
wave of variable amplitude~6–14 MPa! and 9 Hz frequency,
superimposed on a static stress of 15 MPa was applie
bending ceramic bars of 1231.530.5 mm3 dimensions. In
DMA/TPB, the Young’s modulus,Y, is obtained from the
amplitude of the bar flexure, and the mechanical loss
tand, from the lag time between the stress and flexu
waves. Measurements were accomplished from room t
perature to 450 °C at 3 °C min21 on heating and cooling
Two successive heating/cooling cycles were done for e
measurement, the second being recorded.

Two high piezoelectric coefficient materials were cha
acterized: a ‘‘soft’’ with donor cation substitution to increa
the ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain wall mobility-1 PZT
based commercial piezoceramic~PZ27 from Ferroperm Pi-
ezoceramics A/S,d335425 pC N21, «33

s 51800«o , and
tand«50.017, Tc5350 °C), and Mn doped
0.65Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3– 0.35PbTiO3 ~from Thales R&T,d33

5486 pC N21, «33
s 54206«o and tand«50.014, Tc

5169 °C). This latter relaxor based ferroelectric~PMN-PT!
has gained much attention after the report of ultrahigh pie
electricity and electric field induced strain in single crystal16

and textured ceramics,17 and the deformation mechanism
are under intense investigation. Both compositions are c
to the morphotropic phase boundary between the rhombo
dral and tetragonal phases of their respective so
solutions.18,19 Therefore, they present tetragonal 90° a
rhombohedral 71° and 109° ferroelectric/ferroelastic dom
walls.
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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Figure 1 shows the Young’s modulus and mechan
losses of unpoled PZT as a function of temperature for
creasing stresses. The sharp stiffening at 353 °C is relate
the ferroelectric–paraelectric phase transition. This occ
along with a strong reduction of the losses associated w
the disappearance of the ferroelectric/ferroelastic dom
structure.14 Mechanical losses were negligible in th
paraelectric phase, which indicates that all losses in the fe
electric phase were linked to domain wall movements. T
phase transition was preceded by an increase of the do
wall activity that started at;250 °C, as shown by the broa
loss peak just below the transition temperature. Another
peak was observed at 46 °C. Additional measurements
and 21 Hz showed that the peak did not significantly s
with frequency. This peak might originate from a rhomboh
dral to tetragonal phase transition under the measu
stresses. The Young’s modulus of the ferroelectric ph
showed a clear dependence on stress, decreasing as the
increased. The inset in the figure shows a magnification
the temperature range in which the Rayleigh type anal
was carried out. Temperatures up to 200 °C were analy
well before rearrangement of the domain assemblage
curred. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the Young’s mo
lus on stress for five temperatures~out of the ten analyzed
for clarity!. Linear fits to the Rayleigh type expression:

Y~s!5Y~0!1as, ~2!

are also shown. Correlation factors higher than 0.994 w
obtained for all temperatures, which indicates that Eq.~2!

FIG. 1. Low frequency Young’s modulus and mechanical losses of P
unpoled ceramics as a function of temperature for several stresses.
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describes the stress dependence well. An increase of
Young’s modulus with frequency was also observed. T
strongly indicates that the Young’s modulus of the unpo
ceramic is reflecting the movement of the ferroelectr
ferroelastic domain walls and their interaction with the exi
ing defects. The constant Young’s modulus,Y(0), showed a
significant scattering between samples@33–56 GPa at room
temperature~RT!#, which is most probably a consequence
microcracking introduced during the machining of the ben
ing bars. On the other hand, this magnitude showed a v
consistent trend with temperature for all the samples,
creasing;10% from RT to 200 °C. Rayleigh coefficients,a,
between2550 and2750 were obtained at RT. The temper
ture dependence of the coefficient is shown in Fig. 3
three samples. An Arrhenius analysis was accomplished
obtaining the activation energy of the Rayleigh process. T
regimes were found. A low temperature regime with an a

7

FIG. 2. Rayleigh type analysis of the stress dependence of the low
quency Young’s modulus of unpoled PZ27 for several temperatures.

FIG. 3. Arrhenius type analysis of the temperature dependence of the
leigh coefficient for three PZ27 unpoled ceramic samples.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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vation energy of 862 meV, and a high temperature one wi
an activation energy of 2563 meV. The temperature a
which the high temperature regime appeared showed sig
cant scattering as illustrated in the figure. One sam
showed no high temperature regime, another one sho
only the high temperature regime, and the third sample
change from low to high at 120 °C. The Rayleigh behav
has been said to be associated with the movement of
domain walls across a field of randomly distributed defec
with which they interact, in a continuous pinning/depinni
process. In other words, defects introduce irregular pertu
tions of the potential energy of the moving domain wa9

Therefore, the obtained activation energies are the ave
height of the local potential irregularities, and are related
the pinning energy.

The nature of the defects and of their interaction with
walls has not been fully discussed. Donor doped comp
tions are usually formulated with cation vacancies, wh
could be the pinning defects. The Rayleigh process is a
ticular case of the more general Preisach formalism that
dicts a quadratic dependence of the coefficients~piezoelec-
tric, dielectric, and elastic! on field.20 This formalism
assumes the existence of a large ensemble of microsc
bistable units characterized by distributed internal and co
cive fields. Vacancies may produce such a distribution

FIG. 4. Low frequency Young’s modulus and mechanical losses
0.65PMN–0.35PT:Mn unpoled ceramics as a function of temperature
several stresses.
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fields. The existence of two activation energies could be
lated to the coexistence of two phases with different crys
lographic distortions of the perovskite and the presence
three different types of domains. Rhombohed
ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain walls should be easier
move than tetragonal walls as the strain energy involved
smaller.

Figure 4 shows the Young’s modulus and mechani
losses of unpoled PMN-PT as a function of temperature
increasing stresses. Again, the stiffening at 167 °C is ass
ated with the ferroelectric–paraelectric phase transition,
like PZT, is accompanied by the disappearance of all los
Unlike PZT, neither the Young’s modulus nor the losses
the ferroelectric phase showed a stress dependence. Th
sence of Rayleigh type behavior for Aurivillius SrBi4Ti4O15

~SBT! has been related to the walls being immobile.7 This
does not seem to be case for PMN-PT, because n
negligible losses, though smaller than for PZT, exist indic
ing some type of domain wall motion. Viscous-like mov
ment of domain walls is likely occurring.21

In summary, the Young’s modulus of unpoled PZT c
ramics shows Rayleigh type behavior, and is therefore a s
able coefficient for studying the effect on the ferroelectr
ferroelastic domain wall mobility of different parameters th
are difficult to control in poled samples. This has been do
as a function of temperature, and the activation energy of
Rayleigh process, which must be the average height of
irregularities of the potential energy under which the wa
move, has been obtained. PMN-PT has also been chara
ized, and showed no Rayleigh behavior.

This work has been funded by the European Commis
~PIRAMID Growth Project No. G5RD-CT-2001-00456! and
the Spanish McyT~Acción Especial MAT2001-4819-E and
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